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Optimising Hygiene on Board
Switch to our Touchless Flush Switch now!
Commercial aviation has been heavily affected by the coronavirus pandemic. Complying with
stricter hygiene requirements during flights and strengthening passenger confidence about
safety on board now means taking extensive disinfection precautions. This starts with special
guidelines upon arrival at the airport, during check in, through to security checks and boarding.
It further extends to the rigorous cleaning of all surfaces and appliances on board. Our Touchless
Flush Switch will help you meet these challenges.

Passenger safety and health takes
precedence over everything else ...

Therefore, disinfecting crucial areas within the aircraft has top priority. In addition to tray
tables and seatbelt buckles, lavatory flush switches are now in the spotlight.
AES’ FS0945-10 Touchless Flush Switch is a seamless solution. The integrated IR sensors
track hand movements, which activates the switch. This provides a contact free solution,
reducing the spread of bacteria and viruses on board the aircraft. Our Touchless Flush
Switch is ready to take your aircraft to new heights of hygiene!
This product was certified for the Airbus A350 program and has been in successful operation ever since. Additionally, it was selected for the Airbus “Airspace” project and qualification for the Airbus A320 family is now complete.

FS0945-10 Lavatory Flush Switch with IR sensors for touchless activation
designed and qualified for various types of Airbus aircraft
+

status colour

LED ring: blue (default), amber (in operation) | backlight: white (approx. 6000 K)

+

voltage

28 V DC

+

current

max. 6 W idle / max. 8 W active

+

weight

320 g (incl. foil and cover)

+

dimensions

front: 86 x 86 x 33.5 mm | back: Ø 84 mm

+

accessories

FF0946 Flush Switch Foil: can be custom-made to suit any airline´s corporate design
FC0947 Flush Switch Cover: available in several different colours and finishes

